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Power pole update 

NhSolarGarden.com <andrew@nhsolargarden.com> Wed, Sep 22, 2021 at 8:32 AM
To: "Michele V. Meyer" <michelevmeyer@gmail.com>
Cc: Jay Meyer <jmeyer9197@mac.com>, Carrie Kellar <carrie@nhsolargarden.com>, Mike Sudak <mike@attarengineering.com>

Good morning Michele, 

It was so nice to see you and Jay last night at the planning board meeting. 

As far as the poles go, CMP has the right to upgrade poles and lines on your street regardless of a new facility being built to enhance your safety and reliability. With that said, they also have a threshold to stay below as it relates to the poles type
and size. By way of an example you will likely either see a pole similar to the one at the end of your street and as of recently they have been installing ones that have a helix set up instead of this crossbar (see pic of this from the corner of 236 &
Beech rd).  

Those lines are insulated to reduce the chances of a power loss if a tree limb fell on the line. And these poles are a bit taller than what’s on your road to get the lines above the tree line when possible. Another example of the benefit to living near a
community solar garden, your less likely to lose power due to the antiquated lines that connect you and your neighbors to the grid.  

Thanks again for your support and for reaching out. I’m always happy to provide the details so we can find common ground on this development plan.  

Have a great rest of your day.  

Regards, 

Andrew 

> On Sep 22, 2021, at 7:43 AM, Michele V. Meyer <michelevmeyer@gmail.com> wrote: 
>  
>  Hello,  
>  
> Is it possible to send me some photos of what the possible power pole updates may entail as they pertain to our property?   
>  
> We’d like to have some semblance of an idea of what we may now be forced to live with and under?  
>  
> Thanks so much. M. Meyer 
>  
> Sent from my iPad 
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